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CRYSTAL COLORS: THE BEGINNING OF A NEW TREND
th

Moscow, December 20 - For the first time in the fireplace manufacturing business, Glammfire together with
its Russian Distributor FLAMBIS innovates and creates a new trend on the fireplace business.
The now available Crystal wall mounted bioethanol fireplace with electronic burner EvoPlus can now be
purchased in Russia with the dual color option available according to end customer wishes based on available
palette of RAL 12 colors.
“We had the desire to innovate and with the collaboration of Glammfire – the fireplace manufacturer – we can
now bring to all fellow Russians the possibility of making their own personal touch to their interior design
options by choosing the finishing’s of their wall mounted bioethanol fireplace.” Says Andrey Poluektov
(FLAMBIS Owner & CEO).
“Glammfire considers that a fireplace is the heart of a home and with this initiative with a limited time we
believe we’re facilitating pleasurable moments to owners that appreciate comfort, exclusiveness and exquisite
products.” - states Mr. Marcelo Inácio (Glammfire CEO).
“We are transforming the shopping experience for our customers by allowing them to play an active role on
determining the finishings and level of exclusiveness on acquired products. Very soon, surely in the first
semester of 2020, they also will be able to do it remotely in the comfort of their homes. This is a big game
changer on fireplace industry and Glammfire is increasing the level on Customer’s expectation and pre-sale
engagement. Crystal Colors campaign allows now to anyone can opt for the best Glammfire product finishing’s
that best suit their expectations in regard the place, the light, the color scheme of the existing interior design.”
says Mário Ferreira (Glammfire´s Chief Marketing Officer).
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ABOUT BIOETHANOL
Bioethanol is considered a renewable energy source, 100% green, which respects the environment and does
not contribute to global warming.
Bioethanol or simply "ethanol", as fuel for the operation of fireplaces, is produced through the fermentation of
products of vegetal origin like sugar cane, potatoes, sugar beet and cereals, among others. It is considered a
renewable energy source, 100% green, which respects the environment and does not contribute to global
warming. Hence the name "bio" ethanol.
Bioethanol fireplaces are highly efficient and require no chimney or pipes. Most of heat generated by the
combustion of bioethanol stays on the room.

ABOUT GLAMMFIRE
Founded in 2008 in the north of Portugal, Glammfire is a world-class luxury fireplaces brand, represents
Portuguese design as well as modern/contemporary style.
As one of the world's most wanted fireplaces brands, Glammfire specializes in the development and
manufacture of unique, environmentally friendly fireplaces that fit a new lifestyle.
The desire for greater demand and efficiency, the pursuit of difference, embodied in the development of
unique products, and the respectful commitment to the environment are details present in each Glammfire
product.

ABOUT FLAMBIS
With more than 15 years of existence, we accumulate extensive knowledge in the supply, installation of
fireplaces and stoves and in the installation of smoke ducts. Our professionalism and level of service have
earned the respect of colleagues, customers and architects, many of whom have become our regular
customers. We have a network of dealers developed throughout the country and the most beautiful fireplace
product showroom in Moscow.
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